Strategic management of therapeutic advances: experience with colony-stimulating factors.
Recent therapeutic advances offer significant opportunities for improved patient outcomes while challenging our ability to deliver these outcomes in a cost-effective manner. This report describes the strategies for managing such advanced therapies--specifically, the recently introduced colony stimulating factors (CSFs)--that have been adopted at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center. Based on the principles of Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI), our approach begins with a multidisciplinary task force that develops and continuously refines guidelines for use of these agents. To provide immediate feedback when physician orders do not conform to the guidelines, the pharmacist notifies a physician expert, who promptly contacts the prescriber for a discussion of the case and how the guidelines do or do not apply. Since the introduction of CSFs, cost per admission has declined from $983 to $729 (26%) for oncology patients and from $737 to $281 (62%) for HIV patients. Although it is impossible to rigorously establish how much of this decrease has resulted from our proactive management strategy, costs have consistently decreased following each task force intervention.